COMMENT ON: BLM employees who buck relocation out West must leave by early next year

GREAT !!! This is accomplishing exactly what it was largely designed to do! After all how much work and labor was needed to manage vast expanses of dry, largely desert land? It resulted in creating useless environmental programs such as global warming, and studying the desert tortoise which enjoyed following the cows around waiting for the droppings that kept them alive. Or more fun was harassing and revising old leases for the ranchers trying to make a living providing food for our populations. Meanwhile the supposedly wild horses (not really indigenous) that over time have continued reproducing to levels of starvation, continue to consume the sparse grazing that kept cattle and ranchers alive. Mostly these staff people were giving support to the self-appointed, make-work, busy-body environmentalists who worked hard at closing down mining which included oil and gas in place of wind machines, and rare minerals essential to a healthy manufacturing industry that Trump has restored. Another department conducted ongoing planning for new national monuments as far as the eye could see (horizon to horizon) upon which ancient arrowheads and Indian ruins and artifacts just might be found and which must be protected forever.

I am sure that many of these dedicated employees are distressed to learn that all the work they had been diligently creating has been declared basically NON-ESSENTIAL! IMAGINE that!

Clarice Ryan, Bigfork, Montana